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ABSTRACT
Cascading Style Sheets is the standard styling language, and
is extensively used for defining the presentation of web, mobile and desktop applications. Despite its popularity, the
language’s design shortcomings have made CSS development and maintenance challenging. This thesis aims at developing techniques for safely transforming CSS code (through
refactoring, or migration to a preprocessor language), with
the goal of optimization and improved maintainability.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Background. The Lingua Franca of styling is Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS). On web, CSS allows separating the
presentation concern from the concerns of organizing content (done in HTML) and interacting with users (fulfilled
in JavaScript). CSS allows a consistent content presentation across different media (e.g., displays with various sizes,
printers). Today, 91% of top 10 million websites in the Alexa
ranking [25] and over 90% of web developers [23] use CSS.
Indeed, CSS now plays a vital role in businesses by directly affecting the perceived user experience. At Dropbox,
for example, there existed around 1200 Style Sheet files (exceeding 150K LOC). In one incident, a change in some of
these files unknowingly broke the presentation of a revenuegenerating page that developers were not aware it even existed, and lack of adequate tools yielded to concealing the
fact that the page used the modified CSS file [7]. This could
damage Dropbox’s professional relationship with the business partner that depended on the broken page.
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Challenges. CSS files contain several style rules, in which
a selector defines the elements that should be styled (e.g., p
for selecting all paragraphs), and the style of the selected elements are defined using style declarations [1]. Despite this
apparent simplicity, developing and maintaining CSS code
can be challenging [12, 9, 20], primarily because CSS was
initially designed without maintainability concerns in mind.
For instance, there is no notion of functions in CSS; consequently, duplicated code (i.e., clones) is prevalent in CSS
[19]. Advanced features like cascading and value propagation
[14] also add to this intricacy. Tool support (e.g., debugging,
automatic refactoring) is also quite immature; mainly because CSS code interacts with HTML, which could be generated at server-side, or manipulated by JavaScript at runtime. Also, CSS code can be intertwined with HTML and
JavaScript, making static analysis tricky. Consequently,
an imprudent refactoring transformation may break the behavior (i.e., the presentation semantics) of CSS code.
The tackled problem. Code duplication is considered as
a potentially serious problem that might have negative impact on the maintainability and error-proneness of the code
base [15, 11]. To our knowledge, no studies had specifically
investigated clones in CSS code. Our investigation showed
that, on average, 60% of style declarations in the CSS code
of modern web applications are duplicated [19]. This may
impose a considerable amount of maintenance burden on developers. In addition, duplication leads to larger CSS files,
causing extra bandwidth usage, energy consumption and delays in rendering user interfaces. Thus, refactoring might be
a resort for reducing duplication in CSS files.
Unfortunately, CSS has very limited support for abstracting duplicated style declarations; e.g., declarations with differences in style values cannot be unified in CSS. To mitigate
this limitation, industry has come up with CSS preprocessors (e.g., Less, Sass): super-set languages for CSS that
bring the missing features (e.g., functions) to CSS [17]. Using CSS preprocessors is a trend in the industry [6], and
some of the aforementioned problems can be solved with
them. For instance, duplicated CSS code might be abstracted using functions in a preprocessor language.
Our goal. This thesis is dedicated to the problem of duplication in CSS. We attempt to propose techniques for detecting refactorable duplicated style declarations in CSS, and
safely refactoring them, either directly in the CSS code, or
by migrating existing CSS code to a preprocessor language.
We propose methods for testing the correctness of the applied refactorings, and evaluate it on a large data set of web
applications. A tool suite is under development that automates the application of transformations right in the IDE.
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Finally, the relevance of the identified refactoring/migration
opportunities will be evaluated through a user study.
Related work. Despite the widespread popularity, CSS is
utterly underrated from academia. The few studies on CSS
maintenance are limited to finding dead code [20, 9, 2], detecting code smells [10], defining quality metrics [12], and
visualizing change impact [13]. As mentioned, we investigated clones in CSS, with the goal of optimizing the size of
CSS files [19]. Having the same goal, Boash et al. proposed
techniques to reason about the selectors and declarations
that can be safely removed from style sheets [4, 2, 3].
Expected contributions. This research can gain the attention of software engineering community to improve the
state-of-the-art techniques in maintaining CSS code. The
developed infrastructure for analyzing CSS code of web applications and applying transformations can be used by other
researchers to this aim. In addition, the developed techniques in this work, and the corresponding tool support,
can facilitate the daily work of countless developers that
deal with CSS code, e.g., front-end web developers.

2.

THE STATE OF THE RESEARCH

Refactoring duplication in CSS. In a previous study
[19], we defined three types of duplicated declarations, i.e.,
declarations that result to identical styles (e.g., they all make
a hyperlink blue). We found that, in the CSS files of our
dataset (containing 38 popular websites), around 60% of
declarations fell in one of the mentioned duplication types.
We defined some preconditions which, when they are met,
one can safely refactor the duplicated declarations. On average, our approach identified 165 refactoring opportunities in
each CSS file, of which 62 could be safely applied. Applying
refactorings yielded up to 40% file size reduction.
Refactoring using this technique is not always possible; because it includes re-ordering of CSS style rules, which could
result in breaking an existing order dependency between
style rules [19]. Finding these dependencies is not trivial
since, for instance, CSS code can be affecting HTML pages
which are manipulated by JavaScript at runtime. Thus,
we used Crawljax [21], a tool that allows crawling web applications that heavily use JavaScript, and extracted order
dependencies using a hybrid (static and dynamic) approach.
Empirical study on the use of CSS preprocessors.
When two style declarations have the same properties but
neither equal nor equivalent values, they can be only unified by parameterizing the differences in a function-like construct; something which is missing in CSS. In CSS preprocessors, mixins fill this gap [17]. To identify relevant opportunities for extracting mixins from duplicated CSS code, we
need to study how developers usually use them, so that our
recommendations are closer to what developers would manually extract. We studied the source code of 150 websites,
having their CSS code written in two popular preprocessors, and found out (among other findings) that, developers
tend to define mixins with less than three declarations, having one parameter on average, mostly grouping declarations
that style the same property for different web browsers [17].
Automatic migration of CSS code to preprocessors.
With the gained knowledge in the previous work, we have
devised a technique that finds duplicated declarations in the
CSS code, parameterizes differences, extracts them into a
mixin, and tests whether these changes are safe (i.e., the

technique migrates existing CSS code to take advantage of
mixins by removing duplications) [18]. For finding duplications, we used a relaxed version of the approach used
in our first work [19], so that it allows differences in style
values. These differences are identified and parameterized,
by mapping corresponding values in the duplicated declarations. We use an approach that mimics the behavior of
web browsers, so that the style values with the same role
are mapped together (e.g., style values that both define the
width of a border are mapped together). For testing, we
compare the applied styles before and after refactoring for
each of the elements of target documents. Our evaluation
shows that our approach is able to propose opportunities
that are safe to apply, with 98% recall (i.e., it detects a large
portion of mixins manually defined by developers) [18].

3.

OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE WORK

Other types of migration. Besides mixins, migrating to
preprocessors can embrace other types of transformations,
e.g., introducing variables, nested rules, or the extend construct [17]. We are going to explore approaches for migrating
CSS to take advantage of these constructs in preprocessor
languages, and include them in our migration tool suite.
Ranking migration opportunities. Our technique for
migrating CSS to preprocessors using mixins [18] suffers
from the limitation that it may suggest a large number of opportunities to the developer, due to the abundance of duplicated declarations. This could happen when suggesting opportunities for extracting other constructs (e.g., variables).
As a result, we are going to devise and evaluate ranking
mechanisms, so that the tool ranks higher the opportunities
that are more relevant. For instance, as developers tend to
create mixins for grouping declarations which style the same
property in different web browsers (for achieving a consistent presentation across them) [17], opportunities extracted
from such properties should be ranked higher. Likewise, we
aim at finding similar patterns, by investigating existing preprocessor code bases, or using the context information (i.e.,
HTML pages on which the CSS code under migration is applied), or interviewing developers, to extract features that
may help in ranking. We will then explore various techniques
(e.g., statistical models) for feature selection and ranking.
Testing. The introduced testing technique [18] is far from
a complete testing solution for CSS. The state-of-the-art
techniques for detecting presentational differences in HTML
pages across different web browsers [5, 16, 24] might be
exploited for determining whether the transformations are
safe, however, these approaches are computationally expensive, and suffer from false positives. As a result, we need
a technique for enabling developers to write tests for CSS
code, so that it can be tested after refactoring/migration.
We might also be able to aid developers by automatically
generating test cases. This can be done by extending our
testing technique [18], by taking advantage of the latest advances in testing JavaScript [22, 8], which can facilitate
understanding the interaction between CSS and HTML.
Other possible directions. CSS is extensively used, yet
extremely under-researched. Thus, there are several interesting research topics to investigate, including but not limited to: refactoring CSS to eliminate code smells (e.g., the
ones proposed in [10]), empirical studies on how CSS code
is maintained and evolved, or how bugs look like and fixed
in CSS code (e.g., performance bugs versus styling bugs).
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